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Dear DC Chapter,
We write to you from our homes, sheltered in place, but reaching out to you, our caring
community.
We hope that you are all keeping safe and healthy in this “new normal” where we find
ourselves. Although we are all sheltering in place, know that we are in this together and
that in circumstances like these, it is all the more important to have community and know
that we are not alone.
The DC Chapter board understands the challenges the government shelter-in-place
recommendations may present to some of our members in need, as well as the concerns
of some of our older members regarding going out into public spaces. To ensure that our
community stays safe and healthy, DC Chapter board members are offering assistance
and support to arrange for home delivery of groceries and prescriptions. Kim Hirose
Tobe, Membership Chair, will be the point person coordinating this work. Please do not
hesitate to contact her at Kimhirose@gmail.com or 301-461-7273 to discuss your needs.
Additionally, if you would like to offer your help in delivering groceries or prescriptions
for DC Chapter members, please let Kim know and we will add you to our list of
volunteers.
Your well-being is our priority.
Related, in this newsletter, in addition to articles about past events pre-pandemic, you
will find articles that are relevant to our current circumstances, such as new coronavirus
information and updates on future DMV-area events. Rather than a list of future events
at the bottom of this page, you will find an article of postponements, cancellations, and
ongoing activities, as we know them.
And, we encourage you all to stay connected. We have created a JACL – DC Chapter
Group on Facebook (https://bit.ly/2wTJj3W), where you can share stories, post information,
and show support for one another. Please also don’t hesitate to reach out to us via email
at jaclwdc@gmail.com.
Stay connected, stay healthy, stay strong,
Janice Nakano Faden and Nikki Yamashiro
JACL DC Chapter Co-Presidents
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2020 Board Installation Luncheon
By Scott Tanaka

The Japanese American Citizens League, Washington DC Chapter held its 74th Board Installation Luncheon
on Saturday, February 22, 2020, at Meiwah Restaurant in Chevy Chase, MD. Janice Faden, mistress of
ceremonies and Co-President of the JACL-DC Chapter, welcomed guests, including, Minister Kenichiro
Mukai, Head of Chancery for the Embassy of Japan, who gave remarks on behalf of the Embassy. Other
special guests included Ray Locker, writer and Heart Mountain Editorial Consultant; David Inouye, JACL
Executive Director; Michael Asada, JACL Eastern District Council Governor; Gerald Yamada, President of
the Japanese American Veterans Association (JAVA); and Nancy Yamada, leader of the Crafty Ladies.
Following introductions there was an icebreaker activity where people had to work with their tablemates to
list as many things as possible that everyone had in common. The table with the most things in common
received a pair of “Year of the Rat” socks, donated by AARP. The activity ended in a tie, and the winner was
ultimately decided by a best out of three rounds of Jan-Ken-Pon (rock, paper, scissors). Fun was had by all
who participated and hopefully people were able to learn more about their fellow Chapter members.
Before our keynote address, Janice Faden shared what the JACL-DC Chapter Board has in store for the
Chapter this year. JACL-DC Chapter members have identified three areas of focus for our Chapter: cultural
activities, community events, and civil rights. For cultural activities, we will continue our Keiro Kai/Family
Day and Mochitsuki. For community events involving civil rights, we have several new opportunities for
all our members: telling family stories at Keiro Kai, lobbying Congressmen on Capitol Hill for grant funding
of Japanese American confinement sites, and participating in a national pilgrimage to Washington, DC, to
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LUNCHEON cont’d
close the camps, connecting the JA incarceration during WWII with the
immigration detention centers of today. (Please note in a later News Notes
article that some of the activities are on hold or postponed due to the current
pandemic).
This year’s keynote speaker was Shirley Higuchi. Shirley is currently Chair of
the Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation, a member of the National Japanese
American Memorial Foundation board, and founding stakeholder of the Japanese
American Confinement Sites Consortium, which brings together groups across
the country.
Higuchi also leads the legal advocacy office of the American Psychological
Association. She was a former president of the DC Bar, and served on the
DC Judicial Tenure and Disabilities Commission, where she was responsible
for reviewing misconduct, evaluating reappointments, and conducting fitness
reviews of the District’s judges. Higuchi was appointed to the Federal Law
Enforcement Nominating Commission by Rep. Eleanor Holmes Norton.
Higuchi shared her reflections on her upcoming book—Setsuko’s Secret: Heart
Mountain and the Legacy of the Japanese American Incarceration, to be published
by the University of Wisconsin Press this spring. She also discussed her recent
lecture series in Japan about the incarceration and her book.
The luncheon concluded with the board installation by Michael Asada, JACL
Eastern District Council Governor. Former JACL-DC Chapter President,
Georgette Furukawa, wanted to say Aloha, JACL DC Chapter family and said to
insert loud signature laughter here. Georgette was sorry and sad that she was
unable to attend this year’s installation but wanted everyone to know how much
she appreciated being a part of the Chapter and what she learned during her
time with the Chapter. From being “voluntold” in 2012 by John Tobe to join the
Board as Secretary to learning how to make ozoni, she shared that she not only
grew professionally, thanks to her “big sisters and brothers”, but also was given
the opportunity to learn who she was as a Japanese American. We also offer
our gratitude to Georgette for her years of service and leadership to the JACL-DC
Chapter.
Thank you to all those who attended. We look forward to seeing you again next
year. If you have not made it out to one of our installation luncheons, please
consider coming next year. We have a lot of fun, and of course, the food is
always delicious! Last, but not least, thank you to the 2020 JACL-DC Chapter
board members, who helped make this year’s board installation possible. Board
members present included Linda Adams, Michelle Amano, Janice Faden, Alice
Lin, Brandon Mita, Christie Mori, Scott Tanaka, John Tobe, Kim Hirose Tobe,
Matthew Weisbly, and Nikki Yamashiro. Leona Hiraoka, Craig Uchida, and
Cheyenne Cheng are also on the board but were unable to attend.
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DAY OF REMEMBRANCE:
More Japanese Americans Know Their History
Because of the Successful Fight Against Art Auction
By Ray Locker

Washington-area and national Japanese American leaders
celebrated the successful fight to stop an auction of art
created by incarcerees during World War II on the 78th
anniversary of the signing of Executive Order 9066 at the
National Museum of American History.
In March 2015, a New Jersey-based auction house
announced it would sell works collected during the war
by Allen Hendershott Eaton, a folk-art historian and author
of the 1952 book Beauty Behind Barbed Wire. After legal
action taken by the Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation
led by Shirley Ann Higuchi, a member of the JACL DC
Chapter, and a social media campaign by Nancy Ukai, the
auction was stopped and the art was sold to the Japanese
American National Museum (JANM). Actor and author
George Takei donated the money to pay for the art.
“In protest there can be healing,” Ukai said at the discussion
moderated by JANM President and CEO Ann Burroughs.
“We found our voices to work together and protect our
history.”
“When I think back to those days, the most significant
thing that occurred was the contribution made by Shirley Higuchi and the Heart Mountain Wyoming
Foundation to bring the lawsuit to stop the sale of the Eaton Collection,” said the Hon. Norman Mineta, a
former Heart Mountain incarceree and later a member of the U.S. House and Secretary of Commerce and
Transportation.
The activism behind the fight over the auction led Higuchi, Ukai, and the leaders of groups fighting to
preserve the legacy of the Japanese American incarceration to create the Japanese American Confinement
Sites Consortium (JACSC).
JACSC was started in 2016 to bring 27 groups together to advocate for the continued support of the federal
Japanese American Confinement Sites program that funds the restoration of the former WRA camps and
other detention centers around the country. Last year, the program distributed $2.9 million to 19 groups to
support such projects as the restoration of a root cellar at the Heart Mountain, Wyoming site and an oral
history project by the Japanese American Citizens League.
In February 2020, the budget proposed by the White House contained no money for the program, the same
as in 2018 and in 2019. In both years, however, a bipartisan group in Congress reinstated the funding, and
JACSC leaders are working to ensure that happens again.
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DAY OF REMEMBRANCE cont’d
David Inoue, JACL executive director, and Floyd Mori, a former JACL president and longtime community
leader, appeared on the panel to talk about their work in maintaining the program. They are lobbying
members of Congress to restore the funding.
Ukai, who lives in Berkeley, Calif., is also one of the leaders of Tsuru for Solidarity, which advocates for the
rights of immigrants detained by the government. The group planned to hold a major rally complete with
125,000 folded paper cranes in Washington on June 5-7, but it was canceled due to COVID-19.
Clement Hanami, a curator at JANM, has cared for the art since the museum gained control of the collection.
He assembled a show of some of the prominent pieces, Contested Histories, that has toured the country and
was at the National Museum of American History to accompany the panel discussion. Hanami showed a
short video of the exhibit being shown at locations around the country. Some of those who saw the artifacts
created by their incarcerated ancestors said it awakened a sense of Japanese American identity that they
had hidden for decades.
Such reactions, Higuchi said, show the federal government’s plan for Japanese Americans during the war
actually worked: Japanese Americans were separated from their homes, community, and culture and
forced to become an assimilated “model minority.” “They put us in the middle of nowhere,” she said. “It
broke our families up. Growing up, I had no Japanese American friends. My parents were taught not to
talk about it. Without working with the community, I would have lost a big part of my life.”
Higuchi echoed some of these themes when she gave the keynote speech at the DC Chapter’s Installation
ceremony on February 22. She read a passage from her upcoming book, Setsuko’s Secret: Heart Mountain
and the Legacy of the Japanese American Incarceration, which is set to be released September 15.
The JACSC Administrative Council will continue to work on developing strategy surrounding long-term JACS
funding. New dates for rescheduling in-person advocacy visits will be announced. JACSC is confident that
it will be able to mobilize members and the greater community to have a positive impact on FY21 JACS
funding, as has happened in the past.

Photo credits: Richard Strauss
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KAKEHASHI 2020
By Linda Adams

The Kakehashi Project is a wonderful opportunity not only for student participants who receive an additional
experience of staying with a host family, but also for a supervisor/chaperone coming to Japan for the first
time! When we traveled at the end of February/beginning of March to Japan, the Japan International
Cooperation Center (JICE) had to adjust our itinerary multiple times in order to ensure the participants’
safety during the early stages of the COVID-19 virus. We took temperatures three times a day, wore masks,
and hand-sanitized each time we got on and off the bus wherever we traveled. Throughout the trip, our
organizers worked hard so that each participant felt not only warmly welcomed, but also wanting to come
back to learn and experience more. Students did their homestays in Kuji City, in the Iwate Prefecture, where
some experienced snowfall (and snowballs!) for the first time. In addition, we visited Kanda University,
a progressive institute of learning with student docents, the Migration Museum in Yokohama, and the
Chofukuji Temple for meditation.
I found interacting with the participants in the Kakehashi Project as definitely one of the highlights. These
young people are thoughtful, engaging, and curious. They are socially-minded and have a multitude
of interests and talents. Three of these participants came from the Washington, DC area and were kind
enough to share some of their thoughts and experiences.
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Mary Liu

Mary studied Applied Mathematics at Columbia University and had been conducting research on the
impact of automation on the workforce at The Brookings Institution in Washington, DC. She is 23 years old
and originally from San Jose, California.
As the child of first generation immigrants, I always felt that my parents were a bridge into a foreign culture
that became increasingly distant as time passed. The Kakehashi Project allowed me to immerse myself
in day-to-day Japanese life and experience religious traditions. Our homestay family made the trip truly
special for me. Seeing a shrine with images of relatives who had passed away inside the family home was
incredibly meaningful. A language and geographic barrier separated me from my grandparents, so it was
very touching to see how close the family kept their ancestors. As a Schwarzman Scholar, I will attend
Tsinghua University this August to complete a Masters in Global Affairs and hope to return to Japan to
explore its burgeoning entrepreneurial scene with my fellow scholars. This year, I hope to become more
involved with JACL and attend community events in the DC region.

Tyler Tep

Tyler is a Business Major at George Mason University and will be graduating in May of 2020.
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KAKHASHI cont’d
Having had the opportunity to participate in the Kakehashi Program this past February/March, I was able
to gain exposure to different aspects of Japan throughout the trip. Prior to joining the program, I had no
idea what to expect. All I hoped to gain was a greater sense of the Japanese culture, something I had yet to
experience as it was my first time visiting the country. I can confidently say I was able to leave with stronger
ties to the people of Japan. The biggest takeaway was the relationships we forged with our host families in
Kuji City. Pulling from my own experiences as well as speaking with the other Kakehashi participants, the
homestay portion of the program had by far the most impact on me. The ability to connect on a personal
level with the host families helped develop lifelong memories that I will carry with me. The effort of
welcoming those from different backgrounds, countries, or nationalities is something I will pursue moving
forward since it was the hospitality of my homestay family that made my Kakehashi trip as great as it was.
I’d also like to extend a huge thank you to JICE and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for organizing the trip for
the February/March cohort of participants!

Giovanni Kingo Inouye

Giovanni is 22 years old and a third generation Japanese American from Hawaii. He graduated from
the University of Washington with a degree in Civil and Environmental Engineering, and he is currently
working as an officer in the Air Force for pilot training.
What I hoped to gain from the program was to see the pure Japanese culture first hand without the filtering
and change that comes with seeing it in Hawaii where it is mixed with other cultures. One of the things I
found most meaningful was experiencing the culture and exploring/discovering things with my peers while
learning what parts of the Japanese culture were brought to America and how they persist in our culture
back home. I also enjoyed spending time with the homestay family. That experience was beyond nice to us
as the language barrier encouraged both sides to try harder to communicate and learn about each other.
In terms of next steps, I will be telling every one of my Japanese friends about this amazing program as it
almost feels like a necessity to do a trip like this that reconnects you to your roots. I also plan to add social
media posts of my pictures I took from the trip to keep the idea lingering in people’s feeds and thoughts as
to how amazing Japan is both as a country and as a culture.
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DMV Area Tsuru for Solidarity Fold-In
By Nikki Yamashiro

Photos by Julie Abo and Sojin Kim

On Saturday, March 7, more than 50 people gathered to support the DMV area’s first Tsuru for Solidarity
Fold-In. The gathering, held at Tawes Fine Arts Building on the University of Maryland Campus, was to
help connect more people in the DMV area to the work of Tsuru for Solidarity, a nonviolent, direct action
project of Japanese American social justice advocates working to end detention sites and support front-line
immigrant and refugee communities.
The group was thrilled to have Dr. Satsuki Ina, one of Tsuru for Solidarity's co-chairs, as the keynote for the
event to share background on the formation of the group, and its exponential rise in support nationwide
since its inception. Dr. Ina also discussed the parallels between the Japanese American incarceration
during WWII and immigrant detention centers, illustrating why Japanese Americans hold a moral authority
to speak out against detention centers.
Attendees were also treated to a moving taiko performance by Kristen Koyama and Mark H. Rooney and a
heartfelt land acknowledgement by Gaby Tayac of the Piscataway tribe. It was an inspirational night that
felt energizing and engaging. Last, but not least, the group moved on to tsuru folding. A special thanks to
Geri Hirai, who brought 600 cranes that she folded to the event! The group at the event folded more than
200 cranes that night.
One of the primary goals of the event was to help build momentum toward the “National Pilgrimage to
Close the Camps,” that was planned to take place in Washington, D.C. over the summer. However, due to
COVID-19, as many other events across the country, the pilgrimage has been postponed until 2021.
In response, Tsuru for Solidarity has shifted its focus to digital days of action. In late March they launched
“Contagion in the Camps” to share stories of Japanese Americans experiencing contagion, quarantine
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DMV Area tsuru cont’d
and illness in the camps in order to increase the awareness of
the health dangers faced by inmates in detention centers. They
have urged Governor Inslee to close the Northwest Detention
Center in Tacoma, WA, and supported Detention Watch Network’s
#FreeThemAll campaign to release detainees.
Additionally, Tsuru for Solidarity is organizing a Day of Action
during the weekend of June 5, 2020 in lieu of the DC pilgrimage.
More details will be forthcoming.
And, as in their name, Tsuru for Solidarity is still encouraging
people to fold tsuru. For those of you in the DMV area, once we
get back to normal, the JACL DC Chapter will have an address that
you can ship your tsuru to. In the meantime, hold on to them.
Let us know your count by emailing jaclwdc@gmail.com (so we
can add it to the DMV area totals, and pass on the information
to Tsuru for Solidarity), and take a picture of yourself and your
tsuru—tagging us and Tsuru for Solidarity in social media—so we
can share.
TThe movement is still active. For updates, you can sign up for
their listserve at https://tsuruforsolidarity.org/.
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Tsuru for Solidarity Fold-In at
George Washington University
By Julie Abo

The Asian American Student Association at George Washington University, lead by Aaron Datta, sponsored
a Tsuru for Solidarity talk and paper crane folding session on Thursday, March 12. Aura Newlin, Assistant
Professor of Sociology and Anthropology at Northwest College, WY; Secretary of the Heart Mountain
Wyoming Foundation; and Steering Committee member of Tsuru for Solidarity, spoke about the genesis
and work of Tsuru for Solidarity and afterwards led a tsuru/crane fold-in. She recounted how five bold
Nisei, who had just planned on attending the Crystal City, Texas. first Pilgrimage, ended up planning a
spontaneous action when they learned about detentions happening at the South Texas Family Residential
Center in Dilley, TX that was right next door. Now, one year later, with a huge following, Tsuru for Solidarity
is a non-profit advocacy organization that has hubs from coast to coast.
These fold-ins and actions of support for immigrants and migrants in indefinite detention have been
happening across the country. The GWU students folded more than 100 cranes that night and felt inspired
by Newlin’s talk. The cranes will be delivered to the JACL National office when the social distancing
restrictions are relaxed. Many thanks to organizer Aaron Datta for her leadership at GWU.
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COVID-19 While You Are Practicing Social Distancing
By Brandon Mita

There is no question that this period is unprecedented. As encouraged by numerous government officials at
all levels and by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the JACL DC Chapter encourages all
of its members to continue to stay informed about the COVID-19 pandemic and practice social distancing.
For all of our members’ convenience, the Chapter has reprinted the CDC’s handout on “How to Protect
Yourself and Others.”

How to Protect Yourself and Others
Know how it spreads
• There is currently no vaccine to prevent coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).
• The best way to prevent illness is to avoid being exposed to this virus.
• The virus is thought to spread mainly from person-to-person.
» Between people who are in close contact with one another (within about 6 feet).
» Through respiratory droplets produced when an infected person coughs, sneezes
or talks.
» These droplets can land in the mouths or noses of people who are nearby or
possibly be inhaled into the lungs.
» Some recent studies have suggested that COVID-19 may be spread by people who
are not showing symptoms.

Everone should
Clean your hands often
• Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds especially after
you have been in a public place, or after blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing.
• If soap and water are not readily available, use a hand sanitizer that contains at
least 60% alcohol. Cover all surfaces of your hands and rub them together until
they feel dry.
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands.

Avoid close contact
• Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
• Stay at home as much as possible.
• Put distance between yourself and other people.
» Remember that some people without symptoms may be able to spread virus.
» This is especially important for people who are at higher risk of getting
very sick. https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/
people-at-higher-risk.html

cdc.gov/coronavirus
CS 316291A 04/11/2020

Separately, the Chapter understands that each of its members may be undergoing a variety of challenges
while in isolation. After vetting hundreds of websites over the past month, we are providing you a number
of different resources that will certainly be able to get you started in answering those burning questions or
help you fill the time in a safe and productive manner.
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SOCIAL DISTANCING cont’d
If You or Someone in Your Care Is Sick or Feeling Sick
•

CDC (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/index.html): The CDC provides a number of
steps that you should take if you suspect you are sick or if you suspect that someone you are caring for has
COVID-19. It also provides a how-to guide for disinfecting your home if someone is sick.
•

•

The CDC also has a “Self-Checker,” which is an interactive online guide to help you determine if you might
have COVID-19 (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/index.html)

Johns
Hopkins
Medicine
(https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/coronavirus/
coronavirus-what-if-i-feel-sick): If you have a cough, a fever or difficulty breathing, and you are worried that
you may have COVID-19, the disease caused by the new coronavirus, here are recommendations from Lisa
Maragakis, M.D., M.P.H., senior director of infection prevention at Johns Hopkins, on what to do, step by step.

Ways You Can Help Your Community
Here are several ways to assist your community during the COVID-19 pandemic:
•

Engage in Acts of Kindness: One Chapter member, Kathryn Hollingshead, recently shared her story on how
she helped someone in need during the pandemic. According to Ms. Hollingshead, one of her neighbors was a
bartender at a local winery in Maryland. He was informed that he had been laid off as a result of the pandemic
and the pandemic’s effect on local businesses. Her neighbor just purchased a new car and his condominium
earlier in 2020 and was trying to figure out how he was going to pay for his expenses, let alone groceries, without
any income. After hearing the news, Ms. Hollingshead went to her pantry, packed up some dried goods and a gift
card to a local restaurant (after having sterilized them), and left them on her neighbor’s doorstep. Share a story
about an act of kindness using #DCJACLcares and we will reprint it in the next edition of the News Notes.

•

American Red Cross: Blood donations are needed by healthy individuals. You can visit the American Red Cross
website (https://www.redcrossblood.org/give.html/find-drive) or 1-800-RED-CROSS.

•

Boys & Girls Clubs of America: Raises funds to provide groceries to kids participating in its more than 2,500
clubs, plus virtual academic support such as digital activities and learning opportunities. You can donate at its
website (https://www.bgca.org/)

•

Direct Relief: Direct Relief is coordinating with public health authorities, nonprofit organizations and businesses
in the U.S. and globally to provide personal protective equipment and essential medical items to health workers
responding to COVID-19. You can donate at Direct Relief’s website (https://www.directrelief.org/emergency/
coronavirus-outbreak/).

•

Feeding America: This organization has a nationwide network of food banks and food pantries. Donations will
help support the most vulnerable communities affected by the pandemic. You can donate to the organization
(https://www.feedingamerica.org/) or find a local food bank (https://www.feedingamerica.org/find-your-localfoodbank).

•

Meals on Wheels: Delivers nutritious meals to the country’s most vulnerable seniors. Donations made to
Meals on Wheels will replenish food supplies, subsidize additional transportation and personnel, and enable
tech-based efforts to check in on isolated elderly recipients. You can find a provider near you (https://www.
mealsonwheelsamerica.org/find-meals) or donate to Meals on Wheels (https://www.mealsonwheelsamerica.
org/).

•

Salvation Army: Ensures people have access to food, shelter, and child care through its nationwide network.
Outreach includes drive-through food pickups, community-based food delivery through canteens and meals
at Salvation Army facilities. It also provides snacks and hydration to first responders. You can donate at the
organization’s website (https://www.salvationarmyusa.org/usn/covid19/).
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SOCIAL DISTANCING cont’d
•

Support Local Restaurants: According to the National Restaurant Association, “Since March 1, the industry has
lost more than 3 million jobs and $25 billion in sales, and roughly 50% of restaurant operators anticipate having
to lay off more people in April.” You can either order takeout or delivery at many of your local restaurants. More
importantly, consider purchasing gift cards because gift cards are essentially interest free loans.

Parenting Hacks
•

The Paint Bar (https://thepaintbar.com/): Free daily painting & crafting classes live-streamed on Facebook

•

Crayola (https://www.crayola.com/featured/free-coloring-pages/): Free coloring pages to download and print from
home

•

#ColorOurCollections (http://library.nyam.org/colorourcollections/): Libraries, archives, and other cultural
institutions around the world are sharing free coloring sheets and books based on materials in their collections

•

Scratch (https://scratch.mit.edu/?mod=article_inline): A free programming community from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology that gives students a chance to create interactive stories, games, and animations

•

Toontastic (https://toontastic.withgoogle.com/?mod=article_inline): Children can turn their stories into cartoons
with animation, narration, and music using this app

•

STEM Learning Starters (https://www.brighthorizons.com/-/media/BH-New/COVID-19/Learning-At-Home-STEM.
ashx?la=en): Check out these preschool and school-age STEM Provocations for experiences designed to promote
exploration, discovery, and problem-solving

•

Story Time from Space (https://storytimefromspace.com/): Free videos of Astronauts reading books to the children
of Earth

•

Storyline Online (https://www.youtube.com/user/StorylineOnline): Free videos featuring celebrated actors reading
children’s books alongside creatively produced illustrations

•

#GadBookClub (https://twitter.com/hashtag/GadBookClub?src=hashtag_click): Josh Gad (voice of Olaf from
Disney’s Frozen) is reading stories daily on his Twitter account

•

Cosmic Kids (https://www.cosmickids.com/): Yoga, mindfulness and relaxation videos

•

GoNoodle (https://www.gonoodle.com/): Movement and mindfulness videos created by Child Development
Experts

•

10 Ways to Get Moving (https://www.brighthorizons.com/-/media/BH-New/COVID-19/Learning-At-HomeMovement.ashx?la=en): Compiled by Bright Horizons

Reporting Discrimination and Staying Vigilant
Multiple news sources and the Federal Bureau of Investigation have been reporting on the rise in hate
crimes against Asians and Asian American and Pacific Islanders as a result of the pandemic. If you or
someone you know has experienced a hate crime or other forms of discrimination as a result of COVID19, please immediately contact your local authorities to report the incident. If you need assistance or
would like to speak with someone from the Chapter before contacting your local authorities, please
email us at jaclwdc@gmail.com.
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Postponements and Cancellations
Collected by Janice Nakano Faden

As you know, many events that you had on your calendar have either been postponed or cancelled. To help
keep you up-to-date on our current information, here are some of the events:

Postponed
• Japanese American Confinement Sites Consortium meeting (March 31-April 2)
New dates for rescheduling-person advocacy visits will be announced. The JACSC Administrative
Council will continue to work on developing strategy surrounding long-term JACS funding. JACSC
is confident that it will be able to mobilize members and the greater community to have a positive
impact on FY21 JACS funding, as has happened in the past.
• JACL/OCA Leadership Summit (April 25-28)—TBD
• Freedom Walk (March 28)—TBD
• All Camps Reunion (May 2)—TBD
• Memorial Day Service at Arlington National Cemetery (May 24)—TBD
• Tsuru for Solidarity pilgrimage (June 5-6)—TBD sometime in 2021
Digital Day of Action on June 5, details to follow
Digital days of action continually organized—See https://tsuruforsolidarity.org
Continue to fold tsuru (origami cranes)—See News Notes article on DMV Tsuru Fold-in
• JACL Convention (June 24-28)—TBD
Physical convention is postponed until 2021.
Virtual National Board meeting on August 15, 2020
All JACL members invited, details to follow.

Cancelled
Pilgrimages: Amache, Heart Mountain, Jerome/Rohwer, Manzanar, Minidoka, Poston, Friends of
Topaz, and Tule Lake
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Asian Markets & Restaurants in the DMV Area
Compiled by Julie Abo & Linda Adams
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Meet Our Newest Chapter Member
We are fortunate to have our fellows in the JACL DC office join our DC Chapter Board. Our newest
member is Cheyenne Cheng, the new Norman Y. Mineta Fellow.
JACL Weekly Digest
January 21, 2020
Introducing our New Norman Y. Mineta Fellow: Cheyenne Cheng!
Hello! My name is Cheyenne Cheng and I’m from
Jacksonville, Florida. I recently graduated from the University
of Florida with a Bachelor’s in Psychology. During my time
in uni, I helped found the Asian American Oral History
Project within my school’s oral history department in hopes
of collecting more narratives of Asians and Asian Americans
in the South. I’m excited to apply my experiences with oral
history to my fellowship with JACL and to work on other
initiatives with you all! Most of my advocacy experiences
have been AAPI student centered and I hope to learn more
as we work together on national issues!
Cheyenne joins our Executive Director, David Inoue, and Daniel K.
Inouye Fellow, Matthew Weisbly, in the Washington, DC Office!

MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
By Kim Hirose Tobe

Help the DC Chapter continue to grow! Between December and March, our Chapter gained 12 new
members and remains the largest in the Eastern District Council (which encompasses the entire Eastern
seaboard).
If you have any friends, family or colleagues who may be interested in joining our community, please feel
free to connect me and I’d be happy to share more details about our Chapter and the benefits of becoming
a member. Also if you have not already renewed, you can do so at jacl.org/member/
If you have any questions or need help, as Membership Chair, please don’t hesitate to contact me at
kimhirose@gmail.com or (301) 461-7273.

Thanks for supporting the DC Chapter!
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Why Care About the 2020 Census
By Nikki Yamashiro

Once every 10 years, the U.S. census goes out for the federal government
to count every individual living in the country. But, it’s important to
recognize this once a decade event is much more than a simple count
of those of us living in the U.S. The results of the 2020 census will
determine where more than $900 billion in federal funding will be
allocated.
Helping to get an accurate census count is one of the most important
things we can do to serve our communities.
Here are five things to keep in mind about the 2020 census:
1. Your response matters. On top of the $900 billion in federal funding
that is determined by census results, representation in our federal,
state, and local elections is decided by the census, as well as needs
for government services such as schools and roads in communities.
2. It’s happening now! In March, the Census Bureau mailed out letters to
households with details on how to fill out the census—inviting you to
respond by internet, mail or phone. If you haven’t received a letter, or
filled out your census information, visit: https://my2020census.gov.
In light of current conditions due to the COVID-19 pandemic, you
now have until August 14 to fill out your survey online.
3. What is and isn’t being asked. The census will ask about age, gender,
and race, as well as if the person filling out the form is living in a
home that is owned or rented. The Census Bureau and census takers
CANNOT ask for social security numbers, financial information,
payment of any kind, or anything on behalf of a political party. There
is also no question about citizenship on the form.
4. You can help. Encourage your friends, family, colleagues, and others
to fill out their census. Help spread the word about why the census
is a civic and social responsibility. Inspire others in your network to
have their voice counted.
5. And, don’t forget, your response matters. Did we say that already?
We can’t emphasize enough the critical role you play when you
submit your census response. This only takes place once every
decade--let’s help ensure an accurate census count and make sure
that you are represented.
To learn more about the census, visit: https://2020census.gov/en.html
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In Memoriam

President Irene Hirano Inouye
U.S.-Japan Council (USJC) President Irene Hirano Inouye passed away on April 7, following an extended
illness. The USJC Board of Directors and USJC staff extends their deepest condolences to her family.
In a special letter to USJC members, Board Chair Phyllis Campbell wrote, “I know we are all devastated by
this news. Irene was a singular figure in U.S.-Japan relations, respected by leaders on both sides of the Pacific
as she carried out the mission of USJC. Since the founding of the Council, she infused the organization with
her wisdom and entrepreneurial spirit, kept her pulse on every aspect of USJC while keeping her eye on the
strategic vision, and managed to approach every challenge with fearlessness and determination.”
President Hirano Inouye had announced in January that she planned to retire later this year and assist in
the Board of Directors’ search for a new CEO. She expressed the hope that her leadership of USJC will have
made a lasting contribution to the U.S.-Japan relationship. She added that serving as president of the U.S.Japan Council “has been an honor of a lifetime.”
In addition to her leadership of USJC, President Hirano Inouye served as the President and founding CEO of
the Japanese American National Museum for twenty years. Her professional and community activities also
included serving as the Chair and Trustee, Ford Foundation; Chair and Trustee, Kresge Foundation; Chair,
Smithsonian Institution Asian Pacific American Center; Chair of the Advisory Board, Terasaki Center for
Japanese Studies, University of California at Los Angeles; Trustee, Washington Center; Trustee, Independent
Sector, and member, American Academy of Arts and Sciences; member of the Advisory Board, Center
on Philanthropy & Public Policy, Price School of Public Policy, University of Southern California; Chair,
Board of Directors of the American Association of Museums; Board Member, National Trust for Historic
Preservation; Member, National Board Smithsonian Institution; member, Toyota Corporation’s Diversity
Advisory Board; member, Business Advisory Board of Sodexho Corporation; President’s Committee on
the Arts and Humanities by Presidential appointment; and Chair, California Commission on the Status of
Women.
Until a new CEO is named, President Hirano Inouye’s responsibilities at USJC will be supported in the
interim by Chief Operating Officer Terri Swetnam and Executive Vice President Laura Winthrop Abbot.
Plans for any future memorial service will be made and announced after the current global COVID-19
crisis has ended. President Hirano Inouye’s family has asked that, in lieu of flowers or cards, donations be
made in her name to the U.S.-Japan Council.
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JACL MEMBERSHIP
Increase your support to the JACL by increasing your membership option:
• Thousand Club: $200 per year
• Century Club: $350 per year
• Millennium Club: $1,000 per year
Please consider supporting JACL-DC with employer matching donations or in-kind donations.
Members receive a complimentary subscription to the Pacific Citizen Newspaper, free admission to the
Japanese American National Museum in Los Angeles, CA (just show your membership card), valuable
discounts, access to special events, and eligibility for over $70,000 in scholarships awarded every year.
Most importantly, your membership dues also will support the mission of JACL as the oldest and largest
Asian American organization dedicated to protecting the civil rights and liberties of all Americans and
preserving the Japanese American cultural and historical legacy.
To join or renew your membership online, go to www.jacl.org/member! If you’d like to join or renew
over the phone, please call 415-921-5225 (Monday-Friday, 8am-4pm PST).

Check us out on social media, follow us and stay in touch!!
https://jacl-dc.org/

JACL DC Chapter

@jacl_DCchapter

@jacldcchapter

The JACL DC Chapter website (www.jacl-dc.org) posts the latest news and resources for our members.
On the JACL DC website, you’ll also find a photo gallery of our members at events like Keiro Kai, JACL
Picnic, and our Mochitsuki. And you can post comments after every news item – even if it’s to say hi or
“job well done” to friends in the chapter. Another way to keep up to date is to connect to the chapter
on Facebook. Search for “JACLWDC” and friend us! Then you’ll get the latest information from us as
posts to your wall.

ABOUT THE JAPANESE AMERICAN CITIZENS LEAGUE
Located in the nation’s capital, the Washington, D.C. Chapter partners with local,
regional, national, and international organizations to build a network of support
that maintains the proud history of the Japanese Americans and promotes the
values and concerns of the APIA community.
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